NEWS BRIEFS

SPECIAL STORIES

Taking a hit
Mounting discom losses impact state finances

Revisiting DFs
MoP focuses on franchise model to improve operations

A new high
NTPC commissions the country’s first ultra-supercritical power station

Ranking discoms
MoP’s latest report shows performance improvement, Gujarat utilities lead

Attractiveness index
State rankings for rooftop solar deployments

COMPANIES

Torrent Power
Building a strong presence across segments

APDCL
Making rapid strides in grid modernisation and upgradation

“Sanand facility has been optimised”
Interview with GE’s Prashant Jain

INFOCUS: EMISSION CONTROL

Compliance status
Update on adherence to emission norms by TPPs

Retrofitting TPPs
Focus on FGD implementation to meet SOx norms

NOx reduction initiatives
TPPs need advanced control technologies to achieve desired levels

ESP upgradation
Efforts to meet emission control norms

Prudent use
Reducing specific water consumption at TPPs

FGD tenders
State-wise summary

FORUM

Views of R.K. Singh
“We want customers to have a choice”

Delayed tariff hikes
Key reasons, solutions and the role of SERCs

Balancing equation
Solar power impacts coal-fired power generation

FINANCE

Green signal
Renascent Power’s deal to acquire stake in Prayagraj Power gets regulatory approval

Financial briefs

SPECIAL SECTION: EVs

Charging up
India prepares for an EV future

Fresh stimulus
MoP’s revised guidelines to support EV charging infrastructure roll-out

System overload
EV charging could impact PQ and the distribution network

Policy fillip
Initiatives to boost domestic manufacturing of EV batteries

SPECIAL SECTION: TOWERS AND STRUCTURES

Tower trends
Technology advancements and market growth drivers

Optimal designs
Aiming to achieve compact, easy-to-install transmission towers

Customised structures
New foundation designs to suit the local terrain and reduce construction time

Tower mapping
Utilities adopt advanced technological tools for better survey and patrolling

FOCUS ON REGULATION

Progress in secondary control
CERC orders pan-Indian AGC implementation

SMART GRIDS

Good going
IT enablement under the IPDS continues apace

INDUSTRIAL POWER: CAPTIVE AND RENTAL POWER

Changing patterns
Solar share rises in captive power market though coal continues to rule

Recycling waste heat
Industry turns to WHR and cogeneration to reduce fuel use

PHOTOGALLERY

PEOPLE

V.K. Singh, NEEPCO
Minesh Dave, Tata Power
Ram Kumar Chugh, IEEMA
Sujoy Bose, NIIF
Gerd Deusser, Siemens Limited

COMPANY RELEASE

POWER DATA

Power trading
At the IEX and PXIL in September 2019

DT and feeder meters
Progress under the IPDS and DDUGJY

Power generation
Monthly statistics year over year
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